
Chapter 15

Comparing Two Binomial Populations

In this chapter and the next, our data are presented in a 2× 2 contingency table. As you will learn,
however, not all 2× 2 contingency tables are analyzed the same way. I begin with an introductory

section.

15.1 The Ubiquitous 2× 2 Table

I have always liked the word ubiquitous; and who can argue taste? According to dictionary.com

the definition of ubiquitous is:

Existing or being everywhere, especially at the same time; omnipresent.

Table 15.1 is a partial recreation of Table 8.5 on page 170 in Chapter 8 of these notes.

Let me explain why I refer to this table as ubiquitous. You will learn of many different scientific

scenarios that yield data of the form presented in Table 15.1. Depending on the scenario, you will

learn the different appropriate ways to summarize and analyze the data in this table.

I say that Table 15.1 is only a partial recreation of Chapter 8’s table because of the following

changes:

1. In Chapter 8, the rows were treatments 1 and 2; in Table 15.1, they are simply called rows 1

and 2. In some scenarios, these rows will represent treatments and in some scenarios they

won’t.

2. In Chapter 8, the columns were the two possible responses, success and failure; in Table 15.1,

they are simply called columns 1 and 2. In some scenarios, these columns will represent the

response and in some scenarios they won’t.

3. The table in Chapter 8 also included row proportions that served two purposes: they de-

scribed/summarized the data; and they were the basis (via the computation of x = p̂1 − p̂2)
for finding the observed value of the test statistic, X , for Fisher’s test. Again, in some sce-

narios in this and the next chapter we will compute row proportions, and in some scenarios

we won’t.
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Table 15.1: The general notation for the ubiquitous 2× 2 contingency table of data.

Column

Row 1 2 Total

1 a b n1

2 c d n2

Total m1 m2 n

Here are the main features to note about the ubiquitous 2× 2 contingency table of data.

• The values a, b, c and d are called the cell counts. They are necessarily nonnegative integers.

• The values n1 and n2 are the row totals of the cell counts.

• The valuesm1 and m2 are the column totals of the cell counts.

• The value n is the sum of the four cell counts; alternatively, it is the sum of the row [column]

totals.

Thus, there are nine counts in the 2× 2 contingency table, all of which are determined by the four

cell counts.

15.2 Comparing Two Populations; the Four Types of Studies

The first appearance of the ubiquitous 2 × 2 contingency table was in Chapter 8 for a CRD with

a dichotomous response. Recall that Fisher’s Test is used to evaluate the Skeptic’s Argument. As

stated at the beginning of this Part II of these notes, a limitation of the Skeptic’s Argument is that

it is concerned only with the units under study. In this section, you will learn how to extend the

results of Chapter 8 to populations. In addition, we will extend results to observational studies that,

as you may recall from Chapter 1, do not involve randomization.

In Chapter 8 the units can be trials or subjects. The listing below summaries the studies of

Chapter 8.

• Units are subjects: The infidelity study; the prisoner study; and the artificial Headache

Study-2.

• Units are trials: The golf putting study.

The idea of a population depends on the type of unit. In particular,

• When units are subjects, we have a finite population. The members of the finite population

comprise all potential subjects of interest to the researcher.

• When units are trials, we assume that they are Bernoulli Trials.
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The number four in the title of this section is obtained by multiplying 2 by 2. When we

compare two populations both populations can be Bernoulli trials or both can be finite populations.

In addition, as we shall discuss soon, a study can be observational or experimental. Combining

these two dichotomies, we get four types of study; for example an observational study on finite

populations.

It turns out that the mathematical formulas are identical for the four types of studies, but the

interpretation of our analysis depends on the type of study. In addition, the assumptions are some-

what different in the four settings.

We begin with an observational study on two finite populations. This study was published

in 1988; see [1].

Example 15.1 (The Dating study.) The first finite population is undergraduate men at at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin–Madison and the second population is undergraduate men at Texas A&M

University. Each man’s response is his answer to the following question:

If a woman is interested in dating you, do you generally prefer for her: to ask you out;

to hint that she wants to go out with you; or to wait for you to act.

After data were collected, it was found that only two or three (I can’t remember for sure) of the 207

subjects selected wait for the response. As a result, the researchers decided that ask is a success

and either of the other responses is a failure. The purpose of the study is to compare the proportion

of successes at Wisconsin with the proportion of successes at Texas A&M.

These two populations obviously fit our definition of finite populations. Why is it called ob-

servational? The dichotomy of observational/experimental refers to the control available to the

researcher. Suppose that Matt is a member of one of these populations. As a researcher, I have

control over whether I haveMatt in my study, but I do not have control over the population to which

he belongs. Consistent with our usage in Chapter 1, the variable that determines a subject’s popu-

lation, is called the study factor. In the current example, the study factor is school attended and it

has two levels: Wisconsin and Texas A&M. This is an observational factor, sometimes called, for

obvious reasons, a classification factor, because each subject is classified according to his school.

Table 15.2 presents the data from this Dating Study. Please note the following decisions that I

made in creating this table.

1. Similar to our tables in Chapter 8, the columns are for the response and the rows are for

the levels of the study factor; i.e., the populations. Note that because the researcher did not

assign men to university by randomization, we do not refer to the rows as treatments.

2. As in Chapter 8, I find the row proportions to be of interest. In particular, we see that 56%

of the Wisconsin men sampled are successes compared to only 31% of the Texas men.

Next, we have an experimental study on two finite populations. Below is my slight alteration

of an actual study of Crohn’s disease that was published in 1988; see [2]. I have taken the original

sample sizes, 37 and 34, and made them both 40. My values of the p̂’s differ from the original ones

by less than 0.005. Why did I make these changes?
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Table 15.2: Data from the Dating study.

Counts Row Proportions

Prefer: Prefer:

Population Ask Other Total Ask Other Total

Wisconsin 60 47 107 0.56 0.44 1.00

Texas A&M 31 69 100 0.31 0.69 1.00

Total 91 116 207

Table 15.3: Data from the modified study of Crohn’s disease.

Counts Row Proportions

Response: Response:

Population S F Total S F Total

Drug C 24 16 40 0.600 0.400 1.000

Placebo 13 27 40 0.325 0.675 1.000

Total 37 43 80

1. I can’t believe that a 25 year-old study, albeit apparently a very good study, is the final word

in the treatment of Crohn’s disease. Thus, I don’t see much upside in preserving the exact

data.

2. The computations become much friendlier—I am not a big fan of dividing by 37—by chang-

ing both sample sizes to 40. Perhaps a minor point, but why pass on a chance to reduce the

tedium of hand computations?

3. Most importantly, I want to use this example to make some general comments on how the

WTP assumption relates to medical studies. I don’t have perfect knowledge of how the actual

study was performed and I don’t want to be unfairly critical of a particular study; instead, I

will be fair in my criticism of my version of the study.

Example 15.2 (A study of Crohn’s Disease.) Medical researchers were searching for an improved

treatment for persons with Crohn’s disease. They wanted to compare a new therapy, called

drug C, to an inert drug, called a placebo. Eighty persons suffering from Crohn’s disease were

available for the study. Using randomization, the researcher assigned 40 persons to each treat-

ment. After three months of treatment, each person was examined to determine whether his/her

condition had improved (a success) or not (a failure).

The data from this study of Crohn’s disease is presented in Table 15.3. There is a very important

distinction between the study of Crohn’s disease and the Dating study. Below we are going to

talk about comparing the drug C population to the placebo population. But, as we shall see,

and perhaps is already obvious, there is, in reality, neither a drug C population nor a placebo
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population. Certainly not in the physical sense of there being a University of Wisconsin and a

Texas A&M University.

Indeed, as I formulate a population approach to this medical study, the only population I can

imagine is one superpopulation of all persons, say in the United States, who have Crohn’s disease.

This superpopulation gives rise to two imaginary populations: first, imagine that everybody in the

superpopulation is given drug C and, second, imagine that everybody in the superpopulation is

given the placebo.

To summarize the differences between observational and experimental studies:

1. For observational studies, there exists two distinct finite populations. For experimental stud-

ies, there exists two treatments of interest and one superpopulation of subjects. The two

populations are generated by imagining what would happen if each member of the super-

population was assigned each treatment. (It is valid to use the term treatment because, as

you will see, an experimental study always includes randomization.)

2. Here is a very important consequence of the above: For an observational study, the two pop-

ulations have distinct members, but for an experimental study, the two populations consist

of the same members.

Let me illustrate this second comment. For the Dating study, the two populations are comprised

of different men—Bubba, Bobby Lee, Tex, and so on, for one population; and Matt, Eric, Brian,

and so on, for the other population. For the Crohn’s study, both populations consist of the same

persons, namely the persons in the superpopulation.

15.3 Assumptions and Results

We begin with an observational study on finite populations. Assume that we have a random

sample of subjects from each population and that the samples are independent of each other. For

our Dating study, independence means that the method of selecting subjects from Texas was totally

unrelated to the method used in Wisconsin. Totally unrelated is, of course, rather vague, but bear

with me for now.

The sample sizes are n1 from the first population and n2 from the second population. We

define the random variable X [Y ] to be the total number of successes in the sample from the first

[second] population. Given our assumptions, X ∼ Bin(n1, p1) and Y ∼ Bin(n2, p2), where pi is
the proportion of successes in population i, i = 1, 2.

Always remember that you can study the populations separately using the methods of Chap-

ter 12. The purpose of this chapter is to compare the populations, or, more precisely, to compare

the two p’s. We will consider both estimation and testing.

For estimation, our goal is to estimate p1 − p2. Define point estimators P̂1 = X/n1 and

P̂2 = Y/n2. The point estimator of p1 − p2 is

W = P̂1 − P̂2 = X/n1 − Y/n2.
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A slight modification of Result 14.1 (I won’t give the details) yields the mean and variance ofW :

µW = µX/n1 − µY /n2 = n1p1/n1 − n2p2/n2 = p1 − p2, and

Var(W ) = Var(X)/n2

1
+ Var(Y )/n2

2
= p1q1/n1 + p2q2/n2.

Thus, it is easy to standardizeW :

Z =
(P̂1 − P̂2)− (p1 − p2)

√

(p1q1)/n1 + (p2q2)/n2

. (15.1)

It can be shown that if both n1 and n2 are large and neither pi is too close to either 0 or 1, then

probabilities for Z can be well approximated by using the N(0,1) curve. Slutsky’s theorem also

applies here. Define

Z ′ =
(P̂1 − P̂2)− (p1 − p2)

√

(P̂1Q̂1)/n1 + (P̂2Q̂2)/n2

, (15.2)

where Q̂i = 1 − P̂i, for i = 1, 2. Subject to the same conditions we had for Z, probabilities for
Z ′ can be well approximated by using the N(0,1) curve. Thus, using the same algebra we had

in Chapter 12, Formula 15.2 can be expanded to give the following two-sided confidence interval

estimate of (p1 − p2):

(p̂1 − p̂2)± z∗
√

(p̂1q̂1)/n1 + (p̂2q̂2)/n2. (15.3)

I will use this formula to obtain the 95% confidence interval estimate of (p1 − p2) for the

Dating study. First, 95% confidence gives z∗ = 1.96. Using the summaries in Table 15.2 we get

the following:

(0.56− 0.31)± 1.96
√

(0.56)(0.44)/107 + (0.31)(0.69)/100 =

0.25± 1.96(0.0666) = 0.25± 0.13 = [0.12, 0.38].

Let me briefly discuss the interpretation of this interval.

The first thing to note is that the confidence interval does not include zero; all of the numbers

in the interval are positive. Thus, we have the qualitative conclusion that (p1 − p2) > 0, which we

can also write as p1 > p2. Next, we turn to the question: How much larger?. The endpoints of

the interval tell me that p1 is at least 12 percentage points and at most 38 percentage points larger

than p2. I remember, of course, that my confidence level is 95%; thus, approximately 5% of such

intervals, in the long run, will be incorrect.

I choose to make no assessment of the practical importance of p1 being between 12 and 38

percentage points larger than p2; although I enjoy the Dating study, to me it is essentially frivolous.

(Professional sports, in my opinion, are essentially frivolous too. Not everything in life needs to

be serious!)

For a test of hypotheses, the null hypothesis is H0: p1 = p2. There are three choices for the

alternative:

H1: p1 > p2; H1: p1 < p2; orH1: p1 6= p2.
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Recall that we need to know how to compute probabilities given that the null hypothesis is true.

First, note that if the null hypothesis is true, then (p1 − p2) = 0. Making this substitution into Z in

Equation 15.1, we get:

Z =
P̂1 − P̂2

√

(p1q1)/n1 + (p2q2)/n2

. (15.4)

We again have the problem of unknown parameters in the denominator. For estimation we used

Slutsky’s results and handled the two unknown p’s separately. But for testing, we proceed a bit

differently.

On the assumption that the null hypothesis is true, p1 = p2; let’s denote this common value

by p (nobody truly loves to have subscripts when they aren’t needed!). It seems obvious that we

should combine the random variables X and Y to obtain our point estimator of p. In particular,

define

P̂ = (X + Y )/(n1 + n2) and Q̂ = 1− P̂ .

We replace the unknown pi’s [qi’s] in Equation 15.4 with P̂ [Q̂] and get the following test statistic.

Z =
P̂1 − P̂2

√

(P̂ Q̂)(1/n1 + 1/n2)
. (15.5)

Assuming that n1 and n2 are both large and that p is not too close to either 0 or 1, probabilities for
Z in this last equation can be well approximated with the N(0,1) curve.

The observed value of the test statistic Z is:

z =
p̂1 − p̂2

√

(p̂q̂)(1/n1 + 1/n2)
, (15.6)

The rules for finding the approximate P-value are given below.

• For H1: p1 > p2: The approximate P-value equals the area under the N(0,1) curve to the

right of z.

• ForH1: p1 < p2: The approximate P-value equals the area under the N(0,1) curve to the left

of z.

• For H1: p1 6= p2: The approximate P-value equals twice the area under the N(0,1) curve to

the right of |z|.

I will demonstrate these rules with the Dating study.

Personally, I would have chosen the alternative p1 > p2, but I will calculate the approximate

P-value for all three possibilities. I begin by calculating p̂ = (60+31)/(107+100) = 0.44, giving
q̂ = 0.56. The observed value of the test statistic is

z =
0.25

√

(0.44)(0.56)(1/107 + 1/100)
=

0.25

0.0690
= 3.62.
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Using a Normal curve website calculator, the P-value for p1 > p2 is 0.00015; for p1 < p2 it is

0.99985; and for p1 6= p2 it is 2(0.00015) = .00030.
The Fisher’s test site can be used to obtain the exact P-value, using the same method you

learned in Chapter 8. Using the website I get the following exact P-values: 0.00022, 0.99993 and

0.00043. The Normal curve approximation is pretty good.

(Technical Note: Feel free to skip this paragraph. There is some disagreement among statis-

ticians as to whether the numbers from the Fisher’s website should be called the exact P-values.

Note, as above, I will call them exact because it is a convenient distinction from using the N(0,1)

curve. The P-values are exact only if one decides to condition of the values of m1 and m2 in Ta-

ble 15.1. Given the Skeptic’s Argument in Part I of these notes, these values are fixed, but for the

independent binomial sampling of this section, they are not. Statisticians debate the importance of

the information lost if one conditions on the observed values ofm1 and m2. It is not a big deal for

this course; I just want to be intellectually honest with you.)

We will turn now to the study of Crohn’s disease, our example of an experimental study on

finite populations. Because the two populations do not actually exist in the physical world, we

modify our sampling a bit.

• Decide on the numbers n1 and n2, where ni is the number of subjects who will be given

treatment i. Calculate n = n1 + n2, the total number of subjects who will be in the study.

• Select a smart random sample of n subjects from the superpopulation; i.e., we need to obtain

n distinct subjects.

• Divide the n subjects selected for study into two treatment groups by randomization. As-

sign n1 subjects to the first treatment and n2 subjects to the second treatment.

If we now turn to the two imaginary populations, we see that our samples are not quite inde-

pendent. The reason is quite simple. A member of the superpopulation, call him Ralph, cannot

be given both treatments. Thus, if, for example, Ralph is given the first treatment he cannot be

given the second treatment. Thus, knowledge that Ralph is in the sample from the first population

tells us that he is not in the sample from the second population; i.e., the samples depend on each

other. But if the superpopulation has a large number of members compared to n, which is usually

the case in practice, then the dependence between samples is very weak and can be safely ignored,

which is what we will do.

Ignoring the slight dependence between samples, we can use the same estimation and testing

methods that we used for the Dating study. The details are now given for the study of Crohn’s

disease. The data I use below can be found in Table 15.3.

Here is the 95% confidence interval estimate of p1 − p2:

(0.600−0.325)±1.96
√

(0.600)(0.400)/40 + (0.325)(0.675)/40 = 0.275±0.210 = [0.065, 0.485].

As with the confidence interval for the Dating study, let me make a few comments. This interval

does not include zero. I conclude that p1 is at least 6.5 and at most 48.5 percentage points larger

than p2. While the researchers were no doubt pleased to conclude that drug C is superior to the
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placebo, this interval is too wide to be of practical value. Like it or not, modern medicine must

pay attention to cost-benefit analyses and the benefit at 6.5 percentage points is much less than the

benefit at 48.5 percentage points. Ideally, more data should be collected, which will result in a

narrower confidence interval.

For the test of hypotheses, I choose the first alternative, p1 > p2. Using the Fisher’s test

website, the exact P-value is 0.0122. To use the Normal curve approximation, first we need p̂ =
37/80 = 0.4625. Plugging this into Equation 15.6, we get

Z =
0.275

√

(0.4625)(0.5375)[1/40 + 1/40]
=

0.275

0.11149
= 2.467.

From the Normal curve calculator, the approximate P-value is 0.0068. This is not a very good

approximation of the exact value, 0.0122, because n1 and n2 are both pretty small. There is a

continuity correction that improves the approximation, but it’s a bit of a mess; given that we have

the Fisher’s test website, I won’t bother with the continuity correction.

15.3.1 ‘Blind’ Studies and the Placebo Effect

Well, if I ever become tsar of the research world I will eliminate the use of the word blind to

describe studies! Until that time, however, I need to tell you about it. (By the way, I would replace

blind by ignorant which, as you will see, is a much more accurate description.)

Look at the data from our study of Crohn’s disease, in Table 15.3 on page 356. Note the value

p̂2 = 0.325, which is just a bit smaller than one-third. In words, of the 40 persons given the inert

drug—the placebo—nearly one-third improved! This is an example of what is called the placebo

effect. Note that I will not attempt to give a precise definition of the placebo effect. For more

information, see the internet or consult one of your other professors.

It is natural to wonder:

Why did the condition improve for 32.5% of the subjects on the placebo?

Two possible explanations come to mind immediately:

1. Like many diseases, if one suffers from Crohn’s disease, then one will have good days and

bad days. Thus, for some of the 13 persons on the placebo who improved, the improvement

might have been due to routine variation in symptoms.

2. For some of the patients, being in a medical study and receiving attention might provide a

psychological boost, resulting in an improvement.

Regarding the second item above, if you don’t know about studies being blind, you might think,

Hey, if the physician tells me that I am receiving a placebo, how is this going to help

my outlook? Indeed, I might be a little annoyed about it!
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Our study of Crohn’s disease was double blind.

The first blindness was that the 80 subjects were blind to—ignorant of—the treatment they

received. Each subject signed some kind of informed consent document that included a statement

that the subject might receive drug C or might receive a placebo. This is actually a very good

feature of the study. Because of this blindness, it is reasonable to view the difference, p̂1 − p̂2 =
0.275, as a measure of the biochemical effectiveness of drug C. Without blindness, this difference

measures biochemical effectiveness plus the psychological impact of knowing one is receiving

an active drug rather than an inactive one. Without blindness, how much of the 27.5 percentage

point improvement is due to biochemistry? Who knows? If not much, then how can one honestly

recommend drug C?

Of course, it is easy to say, “I will have my subjects be blind to treatment;” it might not be so

easy to achieve. For example, if drug C has a nasty side-effect, subjects might infer their treatment

depending on the presence or absence of the side-effect.

I said that our study of Crohn’s disease was double blind. The second blindness involved

the evaluator(s) who determined each subject’s response. An assessment of improvement, either

through examining biological material or asking the subject a series of questions, can be quite

subjective. It is better if the person making the assessment is ignorant—again, a much better word

than blind—of the subject’s treatment.

Not all medical studies can be blind. For example, in a study of breast cancer, the treatments

were mastectomy versus lumpectomy. Obviously, the patient will know which treatment she re-

ceives! If blindness is possible, however, the conventional wisdom is that it’s a good idea.

(This reminds me of an example of what passes for humor among statisticians: A triple blind

study is one in which the subjects are blind to treatment; the evaluators are blind to treatment; and

the statistician analyzing the data is blind to treatment!)

In medical studies, on humans especially, there are always ethical issues. In the early days

of research for a treatment for HIV infection, for example, many people felt that it was highly

unethical to give a placebo to a person who is near death. I am not equipped to help you navigate

such treacherous waters, but I do want to make a comment about our study of Crohn’s disease.

Looking at the data on the 40 persons who received drug C, we see that 60% were improved.

Sixty percent sounds less impressive, however, when you are reminded that 32.5% improved on

the placebo. Thus, a placebo helps us to gauge how wonderful the new therapy actually is.

There is a final feature of the actual study of Crohn’s disease, a feature that makes me admire

the researchers even more. The data in Table 15.3 must have made the researchers happy. Their

proposal—treat Crohn’s disease with drug C—was shown to be correct, based on the criterion of

statistical significance. It would have been easy after collecting their data to write-up their results

and submit them for publication.

Instead, the researchers chose to collect data again, three months after the treatment period

had ended. These follow-up data (modified, again, by me for reasons given earlier) are presented

in Table 15.4. The follow-up data are statistically significant—the exact P-value for > is 0.0203,

details not shown—but the benefits of both drug C and the placebo diminished over time. I am not

a physician, but this suggests that drug C should perhaps be viewed as a maintenance treatment

rather than a one-time treatment.
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Table 15.4: Modified data from the study of Crohn’s disease at follow-up.

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

Response: Response:

Population S F Total S F Total

Drug C 15 25 40 0.375 0.625 1.000

Placebo 6 34 40 0.150 0.850 1.000

Total 21 59 80

15.3.2 Assumptions, Revisited

In this brief subsection I will examine the WTP assumption for both the Dating study and our study

of Crohn’s disease.

From all I have read, heard and observed, the University of Wisconsin–Madison has a strong

Department of Psychology. Thus, please do not interpret what follows as a criticism.

I used the Dating study in my in-person classes for almost 20 years. My students seem to have

felt that it is a fun study. We discussed how the data were collected at Madison; what follows is

based on what my students told me over the years.

Psychology 201, Introduction to Psychology, is a very popular undergraduate course. Students

tended to take my course during the junior or senior year. Every semester, a strong majority of

my students had finished or were currently enrolled in Psychology 201; a strong majority of those

students had taken it during their first year on campus. Obviously, I had no access to students who

took Psychology 201 during, for example, their last semester on campus unless, of course, they

also took my class during their last semester on campus. Despite the caveat implied above, it is

most likely accurate to say that a majority of students in Psychology 201 take it during their first

year on campus.

On the first day of lecture in Psychology 201 the instructor draws a Normal curve on the

board—Normal curves are big in psychology—similar to the one I present to you in Figure 15.1.

As I have done in this figure, the instructor divides the curve into five regions, with a grade assigned

to each region. The instructor tells the class that this curve represents the distribution of final grades

in the class: equal numbers of A’s and F’s; equal numbers of B’s and D’s; C the most common

grade; and A and F tied for rarest grade. This presentation, I have been told, really gets the students’

attention! Having been thus psychologically prepared, the students are then told how to avoid this

curve: sign-up for extra credit. After class they race into the hallway outside the lecture hall to

enroll as a subject in one or more research studies. Including, once upon a time, the Dating study.

Again, let me emphasize that I am not being critical of this method of recruiting subjects;

chemists need beakers, microscopes and chemicals; psychologists need subjects. In addition, I

suspect that the experience of being a subject is an invaluable part of one’s education.

The point of the above is the following: First year men are almost certainly overrepresented

in the group of 107 Wisconsin men in the Dating study. Does this matter? Should it affect our

willingness to make the WTP assumption?

I polled my students over the years, and while there was some disagreement, a solid majority
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Figure 15.1: The promised (threatened?) distribution of grades in Psychology 201.
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believed that first year men are much more likely than other men to be successes. Something

about the excitement and newness of being on campus. I suspect that you have much better direct

knowledge of young men on campus; thus, I will end my speculations. Except to say that if my

students are correct, then the 56% success rate among Wisconsin men in Table 15.2 is likely to be

an overestimate of the true p1 for all Wisconsin men.

I have no idea how the men from Texas A & M were selected for the Dating study. Perhaps

at Texas A & M, the first year of study is devoted to farming and/or military activities—after

all, its original name is the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas with an education that

consisted of agricultural and military techniques. (Texas A & M is a fine modern university with a

very strong Statistics Department.)

I will return to these issues surrounding the Dating study later in this chapter when we consider

Simpson’s Paradox.

Let’s turn our attention now to our study of Crohn’s disease. Researchers in such studies don’t

even try to obtain a random sample of subjects for study. Here are some reasons why:

1. There does not exist a listing of all persons in the United States with Crohn’s disease. If

there was such a list. it would be inaccurate soon after it is created.

2. If there was a listing of the population, it would be easy to select 80 persons at random,

but these subjects would be scattered across the country and we could not force them to go

through the inconvenience of being in our study.

3. Our study of Crohn’s disease was performed to determine whether or not drug C has any

benefit. Thus, we would not want to spend a huge amount of money and effort to obtain a

sample that is nearly random, only to find that the drug is ineffective.

Now I am going to tell you a really nice feature of our study of Crohn’s disease, a feature that

indeed is present in all of our experimental studies.
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If you decide to make the WTP assumption, then you can conclude that drug C is superior to

the placebo, overall, for the entire population of persons suffering from Crohn’s disease. You can

even use the confidence interval to proclaim how much better drug C is than the placebo.

If, however, you decide not to make the WTP assumption, then you can revert to a Part I

analysis of the Skeptic’s Argument. The P-value for the population-based inference is the same as

the P-value for the randomization-based inference. This is the nice feature: for an experimental

study we always have a valid Part I analysis; if we are willing to make the WTP assumption, our

analysis becomes richer and more useful, at the risk of being less valid if, indeed, our belief in

WTP is seriously misguided.

15.4 Bernoulli Trials

In the previous section, I presented two of the promised four types of studies, namely the studies—

observational or experimental—on finite populations. In this section I will tell you about observa-

tional and experimental studies on Bernoulli trials.

The distinction between observational and experimental studies with Bernoulli trials confuses

many people. It’s a good indicator of whether somebody thinks like a mathematician or a scientist.

Mathematicians think as follows: Given that we assume we have two sequences of Bernoulli

trials, both p1 and p2 are constant and there is no memory. Thus, one can prove (and they are

correct on this) that there is no reason to randomize.

Scientists think as follows: In a real problem we can never be certain that we have Bernoulli

trials and frequently we have serious doubts about it. As a result, if we can randomize, it adds

another level of validity to our findings, similar to what I stated at the end of the last section when

discussing our study of Crohn’s disease.

The good news is that Formula 15.3 on page 358, our earlier confidence interval estimate of

p1 − p2, is valid in this section too. In addition, the Fisher’s test website gives exact P-values.

Alternatively, you may use the N(0,1) curve to obtain approximate P-values, using the rules given

on page 359 and the observed value of the test statistic, z, given in Equation 15.6 on page 359.
I will begin with an example of an experimental study on Bernoulli trials.

Example 15.3 (Clyde’s study of 3-point shooting.) For his project for my class, former star col-

lege basketball player, Arnold (Clyde) Gaines studied his ability to shoot baskets. He decided to

perform a balanced CRD with a total of n = 100 shots. His treatments were the locations of the

attempted shot, both behind the three-point line. Treatment 1 was shooting from the front of the

basket and treatment 2 was shooting from the left corner of the court.

Clyde’s data are in Table 15.5. First, I note, descriptively, that Clyde’s performance was almost

identical from the two locations. Using Fisher’s test, the exact P-values are: 0.5000 for >; 0.6577

for <; and 1 for 6=. The confidence interval, however, provides an interesting insight.

The 95% confidence interval estimate of p1 − p2 is

(0.42− 0.40)± 1.96
√

(0.42)(0.58)/50 + (0.40)(0.60)/50 = 0.02± 0.19 = [−0.17, 0.21].
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Table 15.5: Data from Clyde’s Three-point basket study.

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

Population Basket Miss Total Basket Miss Total

Front 21 29 50 0.42 0.58 1.00

Left Corner 20 30 50 0.40 0.60 1.00

Total 41 59 100

Table 15.6: Data from the High-temperature forecast study.

Counts Row Proportions

Population S F Total S F Total

Spring 46 43 89 0.517 0.483 1.00

Summer 50 39 89 0.562 0.438 1.00

Total 96 82 178

Let’s examine this interval briefly. Unlike our intervals for the Dating and Crohn’s data, this

interval includes zero. It also includes both negative and positive numbers. I label such an interval

inconclusive because it states that p1 might be less than, equal to or greater than p2. Next, I look
at the endpoints. The upper bound, 0.21, tells me that p1 might be as much as 21 percentage points

larger than p2. The lower bound,−0.17, tells me that p1 might be as much as 17 percentage points

smaller than p2.
This interval is so wide that, in my opinion, it has no practical value. Here is what I mean.

Based on my expertise on basketball, I would be amazed if the two p’s for a highly skilled basket-
ball player differed by more than 0.15. (Feel free to disagree with me.) As a result, this confidence

interval tells me less than what I ‘knew’ before the data were collected. Clearly, to study this

problem one needs many more than n = 100 shots. (We would reach the same conclusion by

performing a power analysis, but I won’t bother you with the details.)

Next, we have an example of an observational study on Bernoulli trials. Having lived in

Michigan or Wisconsin my entire life, I had noted that weather seems to be less predictable in

spring than in summer. In 1988, I collected some data to investigate this issue.

Example 15.4 (High temperature prediction in Madison, Wisconsin.) Every day, the morning

Madison newspaper would print a predicted high temperature for that day and the actual high

for the previous day. Using these data over time, one could evaluate how well the predictions

performed. I arbitrarily decided that a predicted high that came within two degrees of the actual

high was a success and all other predictions were failures. Thus, for example, if the predicted high

was 60 degrees; then an actual high between 58 and 62 degrees, inclusive, would be a success;

any other actual high would be a failure.

Table 15.6 presents the data that I collected. The summer predictions were better (descriptively),
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but not by much. I found this surprising. My choice of alternative is <, which has exact P-value

equal to 0.3260. The other exact P-values are 0.7739 for >; and 0.6520 for 6=.

The 95% confidence interval estimate of p1 − p2 is

(0.517− 0.562)± 1.96
√

(0.517)(0.483)/89 + (0.562)(0.438)/89 =

−0.045± 0.146 = [−0.191, 0.101].

I am not an expert at weather forecasting; thus, I cannot really judge whether this confidence

interval is useful scientifically, but I doubt that it is because it is so wide.

15.5 Simpson’s Paradox

The most important difference between an observational and experimental study is in how we

interpret our findings. Let us compare and contrast the Dating study and the study of Crohn’s

disease.

In both studies we concluded that the populations had different p’s. Of course these conclusions
could be wrong, but let’s ignore that issue for now. We have concluded that the populations are

different, so it is natural to wonder why are they different?

In the Dating study we don’t know why. Let me be clear. We have concluded that Wisconsin

men and Texas men have very different attitudes, but we don’t know why. Is it because the groups

differ on:

Academic major? Ethnicity? Religion? Liberalism/Conservatism? Wealth?

We don’t know why. Indeed, perhaps the important differences are in the womenmentioned in the

question. Perhaps being asked out by a Texas woman is very different from being asked out by a

Wisconsin woman.

The above comments (not all of which are silly!) are examples of what is true for any observa-

tional study. We can conclude that the two populations are different, but we don’t know why.

Let us contrast the above with the situation for our study of Crohn’s disease. In this study, the

two populations consist of exactly the same subjects! Thus, the only possible explanation for the

difference between populations is that drug C is better than the placebo. (This is a good time to

remember that our conclusion that the populations differ could be wrong.)

Simpson’s Paradox (no, not named for Homer, Marge, Bart, Maggie, Lisa or even O.J.) pro-

vides another, more concrete, way to look at this same issue.

Years ago, I worked as an expert witness in several cases of workplace discrimination. As a

result of this work, I was invited to make a brief presentation at a continuing education workshop

for State of Wisconsin administrative judges. (In Wisconsin, the norm was to have workplace

discrimination cases settled administratively rather than by a jury of citizens.) Below I am going to

show you what I presented in my 10 minutes. Note that my analysis below is totally descriptive, not

inferential. For the current discussion, I don’t really care whether the data come from a population

and, if they do, whether or not the WTP assumption seems reasonable. I simply want to show you

possible hidden patterns in data.
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Table 15.7: Hypothetical data from an observational study. The study factor is the sex of the

employee. The response is whether the employee was released (lost job) or not.

Released?

Sex Yes No Total p̂
Female 60 40 100 0.60

Male 40 60 100 0.40

Total 100 100 200

Table 15.8: Case 1: Data from Table 15.7 with a background factor—job type—added.

Job A Job B

Released? Released?

Sex Yes No Total p̂ Sex Yes No Total p̂
Female 30 20 50 0.60 Female 30 20 50 0.60

Male 20 30 50 0.40 Male 20 30 50 0.40

Total 50 50 100 50 50 100

These are totally and extremely hypothetical data. A company with 200 employees decides

it must reduce its work force by one-half. Table 15.7 reveals the relationship between the sex of

the worker and the employment outcome. The table shows that the proportion of women who were

released was 20 percentage points larger than the proportion of men who were released. This is

an observational study—the researcher did not assign, say, Sally to be a woman by randomization.

This means that we do not know why there is a difference. In particular, it would be presumptuous

to say it is because of discrimination. (Aside: There is a legal definition of discrimination and I

found that there is one thing lawyers really hate: When statisticians think they know the law.)

The idea we will pursue is: What else do we know about these employees? In particular, do

we know anything other than their sex? Let us assume that we know their job type and that, for

simplicity, there are only two job types, denoted by A and B. We might decide to incorporate the

job type into our description of the data. I will show you four possibilities for what could occur.

As will be obvious, this is not an exhaustive listing of possibilities.

My first possibility is shown in Table 15.8; it shows that bringing job type into the analysis

might have no effect whatsoever. The proportion in each sex/job type combination matches exactly

what we had in Table 15.7.

Henceforth, we will refer to our original table as the collapsed table and tables such as the two

in Table 15.8 as the component tables.

Before we move on to Case 2, let me say something about the numbers in Table 15.8. Yes,

I made up these numbers, but I was not free to make them any numbers I might want; I had a

major constraint. Note, for example, that 30 females were released from Job A and 30 females

were released from Job B, giving us a total of 60 females released, which matches exactly the
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Table 15.9: Case 2: Hypothetical observational data with a background factor—job type—added.

Job A Job B

Released? Released?

Sex Yes No Total p̂ Sex Yes No Total p̂
Female 30 10 40 0.75 Female 30 30 60 0.50

Male 30 30 60 0.50 Male 10 30 40 0.25

Total 60 40 100 40 60 100

Table 15.10: Case 3: Hypothetical observational data with a background factor—job type—added.

Job A Job B

Released? Released?

Sex Yes No Total p̂ Sex Yes No Total p̂
Female 60 15 75 0.80 Female 0 25 25 0.00

Male 40 10 50 0.80 Male 0 50 50 0.00

Total 100 25 125 0 75 75

number of females released by the company, as reported in Table 15.7. In fact, for every position

in the ubiquitous 2 × 2 contingency table, Table 15.1, the sum of the numbers in the component

tables must equal the number in the collapsed table, such as our 30 + 30 = 60 for the numbers

in the ‘a’ position. I summarize this fact by saying that the collapsed and component tables must

be consistent. I hope that the terminology makes this easy to remember: if you combine the

component tables, you get the collapsed table; if you break the collapsed table down—remember,

you don’t lose any data—the result is the component tables.

My next possibility is in Table 15.9. In this Case 2 we find that job type does matter and it

matters in the sense that women are doing even worse than they are doing in the collapsed table—

the difference, p̂1 − p̂2, equals 0.25 in both job types, compared to 0.20 in the collapsed table. Our

next possibility, Case 3 in Table 15.10, shows that if we incorporate job type into the description,

the difference between the experiences of the sexes could disappear.

Finally, Case 4 in Table 15.11 shows that if we incorporate job type into the description, the

result can be quite remarkable. In the collapsed table, p̂1 > p̂2, but this relationship is reversed, to
p̂1 < p̂2, in all (both) component tables. This reversal is called Simpson’s Paradox.

Let’s take a moment and catch our breaths. I have shown you four possible examples (Cases 1–

4) of what could happen if we incorporate a background factor into an analysis. My creation of the

component tables is sometimes referred to as adjusting for a background factor or accounting

for a background factor. It is instructive, at this time, to look at Cases 1 and 4 in detail.

We have a response (released or not), study factor (sex) and background factor (job type). In

the collapsed table we found an association between response and study factor and in Case 1 the

association remained unchanged when we took into account the background factor, job type. To
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Table 15.11: Case 4: Simpson’s Paradox: Hypothetical observational data with a background

factor—job type—added.

Job A Job B

Released? Released?

Sex Yes No Total p̂ Sex Yes No Total p̂
Female 56 24 80 0.70 Female 4 16 20 0.20

Male 16 4 20 0.80 Male 24 56 80 0.30

Total 72 28 100 28 72 100

Table 15.12: Relationships of background factor (job type) with study factor (sex) and background

factor (job type) with response (released or not) in Case 1.

Job Job

Sex A B Total p̂ Released? A B Total p̂
Female 50 50 100 0.50 Yes 50 50 100 0.50

Male 50 50 100 0.50 No 50 50 100 0.50

Total 100 100 200 Total 100 100 200

see why this is so, examine Table 15.12. We see that the background factor has no association (the

row p̂’s are identical) with either the study factor or the response. As a result, incorporating it into

the analysis has no effect.

By contrast, in Case 4, putting the background factor into the analysis had a huge impact. We

can see why in Table 15.13. In this case, the background factor is strongly associated with both

the study factor (sex) and the response (outcome); in particular, women are disproportionately in

Job A and persons in Job A are disproportionately released. It can be shown that something like

Cases 2–4 can occur only if the background factor is associated with both the study factor and

the response. Here is where randomization becomes relevant. If subjects are assigned to study

factor level by randomization, then there should be either no or only a weak association between

study factor and background factor. With randomization, it would be extremely unlikely to obtain

Table 15.13: Relationships of background factor (job type) with study factor (sex) and background

factor (job type) with response (released or not) in Case 4.

Job Job

Sex A B Total p̂ Released? A B Total p̂
Female 80 20 100 0.80 Yes 72 28 100 0.72

Male 20 80 100 0.20 No 28 72 100 0.28

Total 100 100 200 100 100 200
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an association between sex (study factor) and job (background factor) as strong as (or stronger

than) the one in Table 15.13.

Thus, with randomization, the message in the collapsed table will be pretty much the same

as the message in any of the component tables; well, unless randomization yields a particularly

bizarre—and unlikely—assignment.

Let’s look at Simpson’s Paradox and the Dating study. First, I need a candidate for my back-

ground factor. Given the opinions of my students, I will use the man’s year in school. All of the

computations are easier if we have only two levels for the background factor; thus, I will specify

two levels. It is natural for you to wonder:

Hey, Bob. Why don’t you look at the data? Perhaps three or four levels would be

better.

This is a fair point, except that I don’t have any data to look at. Years ago, I phoned one of

the researchers who had conducted the Dating study—a very talented person I had helped in 1976

when she was doing research for her M.S. degree—and, after explaining what I wanted to do, asked

if she could provide me with some background data. She told me, “We already looked at that.” She

did kindly give me permission to include her study in a textbook I wrote. While writing the text, it

was my experience that nasty researchers would not let me use their data; kindly researchers let me

use their published data; no researchers provided me with additional data. Deservedly or not—my

guess is deservedly—there seems to be a fear among researchers that statisticians like to criticize

published work by finding other ways to analyze it. (Indeed, I am guilty of this charge, as shown

in the example I present on free throws in the next subsection.)

In any event, I will look at the Dating study because it is a real study with which you are famil-

iar, but all aspects of the component tables will be hypothetical. In addition to having hypothetical

component tables, I will modify the data from the Dating study to make the arithmetic much more

palatable. The modified data are presented in Table 15.14. The modified data has three changes:

1. I changed n1 from 107 to 100.

2. I changed p̂1 from 0.56 to 0.55.

3. I changed p̂2 from 0.31 to 0.30.

I hope that you will agree that these modifications do not distort the basic message in the actual

Dating study data, Table 15.2 on page 356.

My background factor is years on campus, with levels: less than one (i.e., a first year student)

and one or more. My hypothetical component tables are given in Table 15.15. In this table, we see

that if we adjust for years on campus, the two schools are exactly the same! Note that I am not

claiming that the two schools are the same; I manufactured the data in Table 15.15. I am saying

that it could be the case that the two schools are the same.

The moral is as follows. Whenever you see a pattern in an observational study, be aware that the

following is possible: If one adjusts for a background factor, the pattern could become stronger; it

could be unchanged; it could become weaker while preserving its direction; it could disappear; or

it could be reversed. The last of these possibilities is referred to as Simpson’s Paradox.
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Table 15.14: Modified data from the Dating study.

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

Prefer Women to: Prefer Women to:

Population Ask Other Total Ask Other Total

Wisconsin 55 45 100 0.55 0.45 1.00

Texas A&M 30 70 100 0.30 0.70 1.00

Total 85 115 200

Table 15.15: Hypothetical component tables for the modified Dating study data presented in Ta-

ble 15.14.

Less than 1 year on campus At least 1 year on campus

Response Response

School Ask Other Total p̂ School Ask Other Total p̂
Wisconsin 49 21 70 0.70 Wisconsin 6 24 30 0.20

Texas A&M 14 6 20 0.70 Texas A&M 16 64 80 0.20

Total 63 27 90 Total 22 88 110

15.5.1 Simpson’s Paradox and Basketball

When I gave my presentation to the administrative judges, they seemed quite interested in the

four possible cases I gave them for what could occur when one adjusts/accounts for a background

factor. I told them, as I will remind you, that my Cases 1–4 do not provide an exhaustive list of

possibilities, they are simply four examples of the possibilities.

An audience member asked me, “Which case occurred in the court case on which you were

working?” I reminded him that the data are totally hypothetical.

Another audience member asked, “OK, which of the four cases is the most likely to occur in

practice?” This is a trickier question. If you are really bad (nicer than saying stupid) at selecting

background factors, then you will continually pick background factors that are not associated with

the response. As a result, as I stated above, controlling for the background factor will result in

Case 1 or something very similar to it. If you pick background factors that are associated with

the response, then it all depends on whether the background factor is associated with the study

factor. If it is, then something interesting might happen when you create the component tables.

I will note, however, that I only occasionally see reports of Simpson’s Paradox occurring. Does

this mean it is rare or that people rarely look for it? In this subsection I will tell you a story of my

finding Simpson’s Paradox in some data on basketball free throws.

My description below is a dramatization of some published research; see [3]. It will suffice, I

hope, for the goals of this course.

Researchers surveyed a collection of basketball fans, asking the question:

A basketball player in a game is rewarded two free throw attempts. Do you agree or
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disagree with the following statement?

The player’s chance of making his second free throw is greater if he made his first free

throw than if he missed his first free throw.

The researchers reported that a large majority of the fans agreed with the statement. The re-

searchers then claimed to have data that showed the fans were wrong and went so far as to say that,

“The fans see patterns where none exists.” My initial reaction was that the researchers’ statement

was rather rude. I do not call someone delusional just because we disagree! You can proba-

bly imagine my happiness when I demonstrated—well, at least in my opinion, you can judge for

yourself—that the fans might have been accurately reporting—albeit misinterpreting—a pattern

they had seen.

The researchers’ method was, to me, quite curious. They reported data on nine players and

because their analysis of the nine players showed no pattern, they concluded that the fans could

not possibly have seen a pattern! As if there are only nine basketball players in the world! (The

researchers in question actually have had very illustrious careers—much more than I have had,

for example—and I don’t entirely fault their work. Indeed, the problem is that their preliminary

analysis should not have been published as it was; this was definitely a case of the peer review

system failing—hardly an unusual occurrence!)

The good news is that I am not going to show you data on nine players; the data from two of

the players will suffice.

Table 15.16 presents the data we will analyze. There is a great deal of information in this

table and I will, therefore, spend some time explaining it. The data come from two NBA seasons

combined, 1980–81 and 1981–82. Larry Bird and Rick Robey were two NBA players. Let’s look

at the first set of tables in Table 15.16, which presents data from Larry Bird. On 338 occasions in

NBA games, Bird attempted a pair of free throws. In the next chapter, we will see how to analyze

Bird’s data as paired data, but it can also be fit into our model of independent Bernoulli trials.

In particular, we will view the outcome of the second shot as the response and the outcome of the

first shot as the determinant of the population. In particular, my model is that if he makes the first

free throw, then the second free throw comes from the first Bernoulli trial process, with success

probability equal to p1. If he misses the first free throw, then the second free throw comes from the

second Bernoulli trial process, with success probability equal to p2. This is clearly the model the

researchers had in mind; the statement they gave to the fans, in my symbols, is the statement that

p1 > p2.
We see that the data for both Larry Bird and Rick Robey contraindicates the majority fan belief;

i.e., p̂1 < p̂2 for both men. We could perform Fisher’s test for either man’s data, but the smallest

of the six P-values (three alternatives for each man) is 0.4020—details not given, trust me on this

or use the website to verify my claim. Thus, for these two men, there is only weak evidence of the

first shot’s outcome affecting the second shot. The researchers’ conclusion—and it’s valid—is that

the data on either Bird or Robey, as well as their seven other players, contradicts the majority fan

opinion in their survey.

If one focuses on row proportions and P-values for Fisher’s tests, one might overlook the most

striking feature in the data: Bird was much better than Robey at shooting free throws! I had a

clever idea—no false modesty for me—and it led to a publication. I realized that we could “Do
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Table 15.16: Observed frequencies and row proportions for pairs of free throws shot by Larry Bird

and Rick Robey, and the collapsed table.

Larry Bird

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

First Second Shot First Second Shot

Shot: Hit Miss Total Shot: Hit Miss Total

Hit 251 34 285 Hit 0.881 0.119 1.000

Miss 48 5 53 Miss 0.906 0.094 1.000

Total 299 39 338

Rick Robey

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

First Second Shot First Second Shot

Shot: Hit Miss Total Shot: Hit Miss Total

Hit 54 37 91 Hit 0.593 0.407 1.000

Miss 49 31 80 Miss 0.612 0.388 1.000

Total 103 68 171

Collapsed Table

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

First Second Shot First Second Shot

Shot: Hit Miss Total Shot: Hit Miss Total

Hit 305 71 376 Hit 0.811 0.189 1.000

Miss 97 36 133 Miss 0.729 0.271 1.000

Total 402 107 509
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Simpson’s Paradox in reverse.” In particular, I decided to view Bird’s and Robey’s tables as my

component tables and I threw them together to create the collapsed table, which is the bottom table

in Table 15.16.

In the collapsed table, p̂1 = 0.811 is much larger than p̂2 = 0.729. By contrast, in both

component tables, p̂1 is about 2 percentage points smaller than p̂2. For these data, Simpson’s

Paradox is occurring! Let’s take a few minutes to see why it is occurring. In the collapsed table,

we don’t know who is shooting free throws. Given that the first shot is a hit, the probability that

Bird is shooting increases, while if the first shot is a miss, the probability that Robey is shooting

increases. (I ask you to trust these intuitive statements; they can be made rigorous, but I don’t want

that diversion.) Thus, the pattern in the collapsed table is due to the difference in ability between

Bird and Robey; it is not because one shot influences the next.

In my paper, I asked the following question:

Which of the following scenarios seems more reasonable?

1. A basketball fan has in his/her brain an individual 2 × 2 table for every one of

the thousands of players that he/she has ever viewed.

2. A basketball fan has in his/her brain one 2×2 table, collapsed over all the players
that he/she has ever viewed.

I opined that only the second scenario is reasonable. My conclusions were:

• Researchers should not assume that the data they analyze are the data that are available to

everyone else.

• For the current study, instead of scolding people for seeing patterns that don’t exist, it is

better to teach them that a pattern one finds in a collapsed table is not necessarily the pattern

one would find in component tables.

I hope that if you become a creator of research results, you will always remember this first conclu-

sion; I believe that it is very important.

A side note on something that turned out to be humorous, but easily could have turned out to

be tragic. (Admittedly, only if you view having a paper unfairly rejected as tragic.) The referee for

my paper clearly was annoyed that I had found a flaw in the researchers’ conclusion because he/she

said that my paper should be rejected unless and until I presented a theory on the operation of the

brain that would establish that one table is easier to remember than thousands of tables. Some

associate editors, no doubt, are lazy and rarely contradict their referees; I was fortunate to have an

associate editor who—with knowledge of the identity of the referee—wrote to me, “I don’t think

you could ever make this referee happy. Your paper is interesting and I am going to publish it.”
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15.6 Summary

In this chapter and the next we study population-based inference for studies that yield data in the

form of a 2 × 2 contingency table. In this chapter we focus on the so-called independent random

samples type of data.

There are four types of studies considered in this chapter:

1. Observational studies to compare two finite populations;

2. Experimental studies to compare two finite populations;

3. Observational studies to compare two sequences of Bernoulli trials; and

4. Experimental studies to compare two sequences of Bernoulli trials.

First, we consider the assumptions behind the data. In the first type listed above, we assume

that we have independent random samples from the two finite populations. For an experimental

study on finite populations, we begin with one superpopulation and two treatments. With these

ingredients, we define the first [second] finite population to be the result of giving treatment 1

[2] to every member of the superpopulation. We select a random sample of n members from the

superpopulation to be the subjects in the study. The n selected members are divided into two

groups by the process of randomization. The members in the first [second] group are assigned

to treatment 1 [2] and, hence, they become the sample from the first [second] population. The

resultant two samples are not quite independent, but if the size of the superpopulation is much

larger than n, the dependence can be safely ignored.

For an observational study on Bernoulli trials, we simply observe n1 trials from the first process

and n2 trials from the second process. As an example in these notes, the first [second] process is

temperature forecasting in the spring [summer]. For an experimental study on Bernoulli trials, we

begin with a plan to observe n trials, each of which can be assigned to either process of interest.

The assignment is made by randomization. As an example in these notes, a basketball player’s

trials consisted of 100 shots. Shots were assigned to treatments (different processes, representing

different locations) by randomization.

Whatever type of study we have, we define p1 to be the proportion [probability] of success in

the first population [Bernoulli trial process] and we define p2 to be the proportion [probability] of

success in the second population [Bernoulli trial process].

All four types of studies have the same formula for the confidence interval estimate of p1 − p2.
It is given in Formula 15.3 and is reproduced below:

(p̂1 − p̂2)± z∗
√

(p̂1q̂1)/n1 + (p̂2q̂2)/n2.

For a test of hypotheses the null hypothesis is H0: p1 = p2. There are three choices for the

alternative:

H1: p1 > p2; H1: p1 < p2; orH1: p1 6= p2.

We have two methods for finding the P-value of a set of data and a specific alternative.
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First, the Fisher’s test website can be used to obtain an exact P-value. Second, an approximate

P-value can be obtained by using the N(0,1) curve. For this second method, the observed value of

the test statistic is presented in Formula 15.6 and is reproduced below:

z =
p̂1 − p̂2

√

(p̂q̂)(1/n1 + 1/n2)

In this formula,

p̂ = (x+ y)/(n1 + n2),

the total number of successes in the two samples divided by the sum of the sample sizes. Also,

q̂ = 1− p̂. The rules for finding the approximate P-value are given on page 359.

I introduce the placebo effect and the idea of blindness in a study.

With an observational study, it can be instructive to explore the possible impact of a background

factor. We view our original data as the collapsed table which can be subdivided into component

tables, with one component table for each value of the background factor. The result of creating

component tables can be very interesting or a waste of time. If the pattern in the data in the

collapsed table is reversed in every component table, then we say that Simpson’s Paradox is

occurring.
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Table 15.17: Response to question 1 by sex for the 1986 Wisconsin survey of licensed drivers. See

Practice Problem 1 for the wording of question 1 and the definition of a success.

Counts Row Proportions

Response Response

Sex S F Total Gender: S F Total

Female 409 329 738 Female 0.554 0.446 1.000

Male 349 392 741 Male 0.471 0.529 1.000

Total 758 721 1479

15.7 Practice Problems

1. We will analyze some data from the 1986 Wisconsin survey of licensed drivers. Question 1

on the survey asked,

How serious a problem do you think drunk driving is in Wisconsin?

There were four possible responses: extremely serious; very serious; somewhat serious;

and not very serious. I decided to label the first of these responses—extremely serious—a

success and any of the others a failure. Each subject also was asked to self-report his/her

sex. A total of 1,479 subjects answered both of these questions, plus a third question, see

problem 2. A total of 210 subjects failed to answer at least one of these three questions; I

will ignore these 210 subjects.

The data are presented in Table 15.17. I will view these data as independent random samples

from two finite populations; the first population being female drivers and the second being

male drivers. If this seems suspicious to you, I will discuss this issue in Chapter 16.

(a) Calculate the 95% confidence interval estimate of p1 − p2. Comment.

(b) Find the exact P-value for the alternative 6=. Comment.

(c) Find the approximate P-value for the alternative 6=. Comment.

2. Refer to problem 1. Each of the 1,479 subjects also self-reported his/her category of con-

sumption of alcoholic beverages, which we coded to: light drinker; moderate drinker; and

heavy drinker. By the way, light drinker includes self-reported non-drinkers. I used these

three coded responses as my three levels of a background factor. The resultant three compo-

nent tables are presented in Table 15.18.

(a) If you fix the population—either female or male—what happens to p̂ as you move from

one component table to another?

(b) If you create 2× 3 table for which rows are sex and columns are self-reported drinking

behavior, what will you find? Note that you don’t need to create this table; you should

be able to see the pattern from Table 15.18.
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Table 15.18: Three component tables for the data in Table 15.17.

Light Drinkers

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

Response Response

Gender: S F Total Gender: S F Total

Female 234 133 367 Female 0.638 0.362 1.000

Male 151 100 251 Male 0.602 0.398 1.000

Total 385 233 618

Moderate Drinkers

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

Response Response

Gender: S F Total Gender: S F Total

Female 133 142 275 Female 0.484 0.516 1.000

Male 115 146 261 Male 0.441 0.559 1.000

Total 248 288 536

Heavy Drinkers

Observed Frequencies Row Proportions

Response Response

Gender: S F Total Gender: S F Total

Female 42 54 96 Female 0.438 0.562 1.000

Male 83 146 229 Male 0.362 0.638 1.000

Total 125 200 325
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(c) In the collapsed table, p̂1 − p̂2 = 0.083. Calculate this difference for each of the

component tables. Comment.

(d) In each of the component tables, find the exact P-value for the alternative 6=; thus, I am

asking you to find three P-values. Comment.

(e) Write a brief summary of what you have learned in these first two problems.

3. In Example 12.1, I introduced you to my friend Bert’s playing mahjong solitaire online. I

will use Bert’s data to investigate whether he had Bernoulli trials.

Let’s model his first [second] 50 games as Bernoulli trials with success rate p1 [p2]. I want
to test the null hypothesis that p1 = p2; if this hypothesis is true, then he has the same p for

all 100 games. Thus, in the context of assuming independence, this is a test of whether Bert

has Bernoulli trials.

Recall that I reported that Bert won 16 of his first 50 games and 13 of his second 50 games.

Find the exact P-value for the alternative 6=.

4. An observational study yields the following collapsed table.

Group S F Total

1 99 231 330

2 86 244 330

Total 185 475 660

Below are two component tables for these data.

Subgroup A Subgroup B

Group S F Total Group S F Total

1 24 96 120 1 75 135 210

2 cA 225 2 cB 105

Total 345 Total 315

Complete these tables so that Simpson’s Paradox is occurring or explain why Simpson’s

Paradox cannot occur for these data. You must present computations to justify your answer.

5. An observational study yields the following collapsed table.

Group S F Total

1 180 320 500

2 117 183 300

Total 297 503 800

Below are two component tables for these data.
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Subgroup A Subgroup B

Group S F Tot Group S F Tot

1 130 130 260 1 50 190 240

2 cA 180 2 cB 120

Total 440 Total 360

Complete these tables so that Simpson’s Paradox is occurring or explain why Simpson’s

Paradox cannot occur for these data. You must present computations to justify your answer.

15.8 Solutions to Practice Problems

1. (a) We will use Formula 15.3 with z∗ = 1.96. The values of the two p̂’s, the two q̂’s, n1

and n2 are given in Table 15.17. Substituting these values into Formula 15.3 gives:

(0.554− 0.471)± 1.96
√

(0.554)(0.446)/738 + (0.471)(0.529)/741 =

0.083± 0.051 = [0.032, 0.134].

The interval does not include zero; I conclude, first, that p1 is larger than p2. More

precisely, I conclude that the proportion of female drivers who are successes is be-

tween 3.2 and 13.4 percentage points larger than the proportion of male drivers who

are successes.

(b) Using the Fisher’s test website, I find that the exact P-value for the alternative 6= is

0.0015. The data are highly statistically significant. There is very strong evidence that

the female proportion is larger than the male proportion.

(c) For the approximate test, I need to calculate

p̂ = (409 + 349)/(738 + 741) = 0.513.

The observed value of the test statistic is given in Formula 15.6. Substituting into this

formula, we obtain:

z =
0.083

√

0.513(0.487)(1/738 + 1/741)
=

0.083

0.0260
= 3.192.

From a Normal curve area website calculator, I find that the area under the N(0,1) curve

to the right of 3.192 equals 0.0007. Doubling this, we get 0.0014 as the approximate

P-value. The approximate and exact P-values are almost identical.

2. (a) For both females and males, as the degree of drinking increases, the proportion of

successes declines.

(b) It is clear that men have substantially higher levels of drinking alcohol than women.
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(c) By subtraction, the difference is 0.036 for the light drinkers; 0.043 for the moderate

drinkers; and 0.076 for the heavy drinkers. The difference is positive in each component

table; thus, we are not close to having Simpson’s Paradox. The difference, however, is

closer to zero in each component table than it is in the collapsed table.

(d) For the light drinkers, the P-value is 0.3982; for the moderate drinkers, the P-value

is 0.3409; and for the heavy drinkers, the P-value is 0.2136. None of these P-values

approaches statistical significance.

(e) For each category of drinking, women have a higher success rate than men, but none

of the data approaches statistical significance. (Aside: The direction of the effect is

consistent—women always better than men—and there is a way to combine the tests,

but we won’t cover it in this class. When I did this, I obtained an overall approximate

P-value equal to 0.0784, which is much larger than the P-value for the collapsed table.)

In the collapsed table, women have a much higher success rate than men. I would not

label the collapsed table analysis as wrong. If one simply wants to compare men and

women, then its analysis is valid. Many people, however, myself included, think it’s

important to discover that self-reported drinking frequency is linked to attitude, which

we can see with the component tables.

3. Go to the Fisher’s test website and enter the counts 16, 34, 13 and 37. The resultant two-sided

P-value is 0.6598. The evidence in support of a changing value of p is very weak.

4. In the collapsed table the two row totals are equal. Thus, it is easy to see that p̂1 > p̂2. So,
we need a reversal, p̂1 < p̂2, in both component tables.

In the A table, this means

cA/225 > 24/120 or cA > 45 or cA ≥ 46.

In the B table, this means

cB/105 > 75/210 or cB > 37.5 or cB ≥ 38.

Consistency requires that cA + cB = 86. There are three ways to satisfy these three condi-

tions: cA = 46 and cB = 40; cA = 47 and cB = 39; and cA = 48 and cB = 38.

5. In the collapsed table

p̂1 = 180/500 = 0.36; p̂2 = 117/300 = 0.39.

Thus, for a reversal we need p̂1 > p̂2 in both component tables.

In the A table, this means

cA/180 < 130/260 or cA < 90 or cA ≤ 89.

In the B table, this means

cB/120 < 50/240 or cB < 25 or cB ≤ 24.
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Consistency requires that cA + cB = 117. It is impossible to satisfy these three conditions

because cA ≤ 89 and cB ≤ 24 imply that

cA + cB ≤ 89 + 24 = 113 < 117.

15.9 Homework Problems

1. Refer to the data in Table 15.18. Consider a data table with the same response, female

moderate drinkers in row 1 and male moderate drinkers in row 2.

(a) Calculate the 90% confidence interval estimate of p1 − p2.

(b) Find the exact P-value for the alternative >.

(c) Find the approximate P-value for the alternative >.

2. Refer to the data in Table 15.18. Consider a data table with the same response, male moderate

drinkers in row 1 and male heavy drinkers in row 2.

(a) Calculate the 90% confidence interval estimate of p1 − p2.

(b) Find the exact P-value for the alternative >.

(c) Find the approximate P-value for the alternative >.

3. An observational study yields the following collapsed table.

Group S F Total

1 113 287 400

2 102 198 300

Total 215 485 700

Below are two component tables for these data.

Subgroup A Subgroup B

Gp S F Total Gp S F Total

1 73 227 300 1 40 60 100

2 cA 100 2 cB 200

Total 400 Total 300

Determine all pairs of values of cA and cB so that Simpson’s Paradox is occurring or explain

why Simpson’s Paradox cannot occur for these data. You must present computations to

justify your answer.

4. An observational study yields the following collapsed table.
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Group S F Total

1 60 40 100

2 c 100

Total 200

Below are two component tables for these data.

Subgroup A Subgroup B

Group S F Total Group S F Total

1 25 25 50 1 35 15 50

2 36 34 70 2 cB 30

Total 61 59 120 Total 80

Determine all pairs of values of c and cB so that Simpson’s Paradox is occurring or explain

why Simpson’s Paradox cannot occur for these data. You must present computations to

justify your answer.
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